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**Description**

Align query with target using edit distance

**Usage**

```r
align(
    query,
    target,
    mode = "NW",
    task = "distance",
    k = -1,
    cigarFormat = "extended",
    additionalEqualities = NULL
)
```

**Arguments**

- `query` character string Combined with target must have no more than 256 unique values
- `target` character string Combined with query must have no more than 256 unique values
- `mode` character string (default="NW") Alignment method to be used. Possible values are: - 'NW' for global (default). Note that 'NW' stands for 'Needleman-Wunsch'. - 'HW' for infix. Note that 'HW' stands for 'Hybrid Wunsch'. - 'SHW' for prefix. Note that 'SHW' stands for 'Semi-Hybrid Wunsch'.
- `task` character string (default="distance") Specifies what to calculate. The less there is to calculate, the faster it is. Possible options are (ranked from fastest to slowest): - 'distance': Find the edit distance and the end locations in the target (default). - 'locations': Find the edit distance, the end locations, and the start locations. - 'path': Find the edit distance, the start and end locations, and the alignment path.
- `k` integer (default=-1) Max edit distance to search for — the lower this value, the faster the calculation. Set to -1 (default) to have no limit on edit distance.
- `cigarFormat` character string (default="extended") Specifies which format to use for writing out the CIGAR string. The two possible values are 'standard' and 'extended' (Note: the function getNiceAlignment() only accepts 'cigarFormat="extended"'): - 'standard': Standard uses the following symbols to generate a CIGAR string:
getNiceAlignment

Output alignments from align() in NICE format. This outputs the alignment from align() in a visually informative format for human inspection.

Usage

getNiceAlignment(alignResult, query, target, gapSymbol = "-")
Arguments

alignResult list Output of the method align() Note: align() requires the argument task="path" for 'alignResult' to output a CIGAR for getNiceAlignment() Note: Also, align() requires the argument cigarFormat="extended" in order for getNiceAlignment() to work

query character string The exact query used for alignResult

target character string The exact target used for alignResult

gapSymbol character (default="-") Character used to represent gaps in the alignment between query and target. This must be a single character, i.e. a string of length 1.

Value

Alignment in NICE format, which is an informative visual representation of how the query and target align to each other. e.g., for "telephone" and "elephant", it would look like: telephone |||||.| -elephant It is represented as an R list with the following fields: - query_aligned (character string) - matched_aligned (character string) ('|' for match, '.' for mismatch, ' ' for insertion/deletion) - target_aligned (character string) Normally you will want to print these three in order above with the function nice_print(), or another method to apply pretty-printing to R lists

Examples

query = "elephant"
target = "telephone"
result = align(query, target, task = "path")
nice_align = getNiceAlignment(result, query, target)

nice_print

Prints the output of getNiceAlignment() in a visually informative format in order to inspect the alignment

Description

Prints the output of getNiceAlignment() in a visually informative format in order to inspect the alignment

Usage

nice_print(niceAlignment)

Arguments

niceAlignment list Output of the method getNiceAlignment()
**Value**

Pretty-prints the list returned by `getNiceAlignment`.

**Examples**

```python
def align(query, target, task):
    result = getNiceAlignment(query, target, task)
    nice_print(result)
```

```python
query = "elephant"
target = "telephone"
result = align(query, target, task = "path")
nice_align = getNiceAlignment(result, query, target)
nice_print(nice_align)
```
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